
Chapter 6

Selection among
Groups

Ask a nonbiologist to explain some feature of animal behavior
and, more likely than not, he will tell you how the behavior
ensures the survival of the population, or the species, or even
the ecosystem. Without parental care, the species would go
extinct. Without pollination, neither the fig wasp nor the fig
tree would survive. Nowadays evolutionary biologists have
little use for such good-for-the-species explanations. Until
the late 1960s, however, such explanations were also com-
monplace in biology. The sea change came with the publi-
cation of Animal Dispersion in Relation to Social Behavior,
in which the author, ornithologist V. C. Wynne-Edwards,
argued that many enigmatic bird behaviors functioned to
prevent over-population. For example, some species engage
in spectacular group displays near their roosts at sunset.
Wynne-Edwards thought that this behavior allowed birds to
census their population and thereby decide how many eggs
to lay. Wynne-Edwards knew that selection on individuals
would favor animals who behaved selfishly.75 But he thought
that populations which lacked reproductive restraint were
more likely to go extinct, and that this would overcome the
countervailing force of selection on individuals.76 The book
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224 CHAPTER 6. SELECTION AMONG GROUPS

generated a storm of controversy, and luminaries like George
Williams and John Maynard Smith penned critiques explain-
ing why this mechanism, then called “group selection,” could
not work. The result was the beginning of an ongoing and
highly successful revolution in our understanding of the evo-
lution of animal behavior, a revolution that is rooted in care-
fully thinking about the individual and nepotistic functions
of behavior.

More recently, however, the widespread acceptance of the
Price covariance equation has led to renewed controversy. In
Chapter 3, we used the Price equation to derive Hamilton’s
rule. In this chapter, we will see that the Price equation
also leads to a description of natural selection as going on in
a series of nested levels: among genes within an individual,
among individuals within groups, and among groups. While
this multilevel selection approach and the older gene-centered
approaches are mathematically equivalent, the multilevel ap-
proach has proven to be very useful for understanding many
evolutionary problems. However, it has also led to confusion
about what kinds of evolutionary processes should be called
“group selection.” Some people use “group selection” to
mean the process that Wynne-Edwards envisioned—selection
between large groups made up of genealogically distantly re-
lated individuals. Others use the term to refer to selection
involving any kind of group in a multilevel selection analysis,
including pairs of individuals interacting in, say, the Hawk-
Dove game.

In this chapter, we will take a general look at multilevel
selection. We’ll see that the e!ect of selection can always be
decomposed into e!ects at di!erent levels and can always be
conceptualized as acting only at the individual level—the so-
called personal fitness approach. Moreover, these approaches
are completely equivalent. So if you do your sums properly,
both lead to the same answer. Altruism will not evolve in a
multilevel model if it does not evolve in an equivalent indi-
vidual selection model. Di!erent approaches may be more or
less useful, depending on the problem (and the modeler).
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The real scientific question about group selection is what
kinds of population structures and selective regimes allow
the evolution of traits that benefit groups. We hope to con-
vince the reader who is unaccustomed to this approach that
this way of thinking clarifies the pervasive confusion about
“group selection” as well as provides valuable insights into
the evolution of social behavior that are not so easy to see
when selection is viewed as an individual-level or gene-level
process.

6.1 Three views of selection

Population genetics models are a lot like accounting. We cre-
ate a set of books that keep track of gains or losses of copies
of di!erent alleles from one generation to the next, much as
accountants add up expenditures and remittances to find net
profits (or losses) in a firm. There are three common ways
that evolutionary game theorists and population biologists
organize their accounts. To keep things simple, let’s consider
a very simple example. Consider a population with four in-
dividuals subdivided into two pairs (Figure 6.1). Individuals
in each pair interact in an additive prisoner’s dilemma, with
benefit b = 3 additional o!spring and cost c = 1 fewer o!-
spring. During this generation, r = 1 within each pair. The
first pair is made up of two cooperators, and the second is
made up of two defectors.

Personal fitness. The simplest way to account for changes
in the frequencies of alleles is to sum up the number of o!-
spring of individuals. Each type of individual has an expected
chance of survival and produces an expected number of o!-
spring. The product of survival and reproduction is the ex-
pected individual fitness of a given type (as in Chapter 1). In
the population in Figure 6.1, the average fitness of altruists
(black circles) is w0+{(b!c)+(b!c)}/2 = w0+2. The average
fitness of nonaltruists (open circles) is w0 + {0 + 0}/2 = w0.
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Figure 6.1: A population of four organisms (small circles) in two
interacting pairs (large dashed circles). Pairs in this population
always comprise clones (r = 1). Labels on each individual represent
net changes in fitness after social behavior. Altruists (black circles)
provide aid worth b = 3 additional o!spring to the other individual
in their pair, at a cost c = 1 o!spring to themselves. Nonaltruists
(open circles) may receive but never provide aid.

The average fitness advantage of altruists is w0 +2!w0 = 2.
Note that we are able to ignore relatedness here because we
are just counting surviving o!spring.

Inclusive fitness. Another way to think about fitness ef-
fects is to credit all e!ects of social behavior to the gene that
caused them. Does an allele, by causing a behavior, pro-
duce additional copies of itself through the reproduction of
bodies other than its own? As described in Chapter 3, this
method leads to Hamilton’s rule. It is powerful, but sub-
tle and easily misapplied. If you help your neighbor, your
inclusive fitness is your change in fitness as a result of the
behavior in question, plus your neighbor’s change in fitness
as a result of your aid, times the coe"cient of relatedness
between you and your neighbor. Be careful to count only
changes in fitness that result from your behavior. Do not
count changes in your fitness that result from the actions
of your neighbor. Let’s apply this logic to the population
in Figure 6.1. The average inclusive fitness of an altruist is
w0 ! c + br = w0 ! 1 + 3(1) = w0 + 2. The inclusive fitness
of nonaltruists is similarly w0 + 0 + 0r = w0. Again, the
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fitness advantage of altruists is w0 + 2 ! w0 = 2. Here, we
need to include relatedness because it expresses the statisti-
cal association between types. This example may make the
approach look easy (or not), but correctly applying inclusive
fitness accounting is tricky.77

Multilevel selection. A third way is to decompose selec-
tion into its e!ects in a system of nested levels. Which levels
depends on the problem. For example, if individuals inter-
act in pairs, the decomposition could be: among individuals
within pairs and among pairs. However, there may also be se-
lection among genes within an individual, due, for example,
to meiotic drive, or among larger groups within a species.
Selection can have countervailing e!ects at di!erent levels.
At the individual, within-group level, helping in a prisoner’s
dilemma is detrimental: an individual who aids another in
such a situation is never personally better o! than another
in the same group who withholds aid. Every additional altru-
ism allele in an individual reduces its relative fitness, hold-
ing the genotypes of its neighbors constant. However, at
the group level, groups of altruists have higher average fit-
ness than groups of nonaltruists. Every additional altruist
increases group fitness.

We saw in Chapter 3 that selection is driven by the co-
variance between fitness and allele frequency. In the hierar-
chical perspective, we compute the covariance at each level
of population structure. In Figure 6.1, there are no fitness
di!erences within groups. The covariance between individual
fitness and individual allele frequency within groups must be
zero because there is no variation within groups (they com-
prise clones, recall). If there is no variance, there can be
no covariance. This means that there is no selection within
groups.

Selection between groups is summarized by the covari-
ance between average group fitness and average group allele
frequency. In this case, the average fitness of the left group
is w0 + 0. The average fitness of the right group is w0 + 2.
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The average frequency of altruists in the left group is 0. The
frequency in the right group is 1. The covariance is

((0)(0) + (2)(1))
2

! (0 + 2)
2

(0 + 1)
2

=
1
2

Selection between groups is positive and favors altruism.
What justifies this kind of decomposition? Why is the

covariance at each level relevant, and how do we compare
them? In the rest of this chapter, we show you how to use
the Price equation to answer these questions.

6.2 Deriving the Price equation

In Chapter 3, we met George Price’s covariance genetics and
the Price equation. However, our “derivation” wasn’t very
rigorous, and we promised we’d get serious later. In this
section, we derive the Price equation properly, and, in the
process, you will see that in its general form, the Price equa-
tion has an additional, very important term, a term that is
crucial for understanding multilevel selection.

Consider a population of particles of many di!erent types.
These could be genes or something else that makes copies of
itself. They might also be molecules in a mixture or kinds of
cars in California. The particles may come in many vari-
ants, but we will keep track of just one of them, labeled
S. These particles can be grouped into subpopulations la-
beled g = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Within each subpopulation the par-
ticles themselves are labeled i = 1, 2, 3, . . .i. Thus, the ith
particle in subpopulation g is labeled ig, and wig copies of it
are made in a given unit of time, a generation. Now define
the terms in the following table:

Subpopulation g Entire population
Number of particles ng N
Frequency of S pg p
Mean number of copies wg = 1

ng

!
i wig w̄ =

!
i

ng

N wg
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We add a prime to each variable to denote the value of that
variable in the next generation.

With these definitions, it is shown in Box 6.1 that the
change in frequency of S is given by

w̄#p =
"

g

ng

N
wg(pg ! p) +

"

g

ng

N
wg(p!g ! pg). (6.1)

Recall that the definition of covariance is cov(x, y) = E(xy)!
E(x) E(y). After a bit of algebra, this can be rewritten as

cov(x, y) = E
#
x
$
y ! E(y)

%&
.

Thus the first term on the right side of Equation 6.1 is a
covariance and the second is an expectation:

w̄#p = E
$
wg(pg ! p)

%
+ E

$
wg(p!g ! pg)

%

= cov(wg, pg) + E(wg#pg). (6.2)

Expression 6.2 is the general form of the Price equation.
When we used the Price equation to derive Hamilton’s

rule in Chapter 3 our “subpopulations” were individuals. In-
dividual organisms are collections of genes. Thus the number
of “particles” in a diploid individual “subpopulation” is al-
ways 2. On this interpretation, the expectation on the right
side of Expression 6.2 is the average change in allele frequency
within individuals in the population. In most organisms,
most of the time, this is approximately equal to zero because
Mendel’s laws ensure that each gene has a fair chance of mak-
ing its way into gametes. There are forces like mutation and
meiotic drive that sometimes cause #pg > 0. For the most
part, such e!ects can be ignored, however, and that is why
we could do all our work in Chapter 3 without the second
term on the right side of Expression 6.2.

Now we need to include this term. To see why, let’s write
down the Price equation thinking of subpopulations as groups
of individuals, not groups of genes within individuals. Let g
be the index of the gth group in the population. Looked at
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Box 6.1 Deriving the Price equation, the nitty gritty
Using the definitions in the text, we find that the frequency of S

after one generation is

p! =
"

g

n!
g

N ! p
!
g.

The frequency in the whole population is the sum of the number
of individuals with S in each group, n!

gp
!
g, over all groups divided

by the population size N !. Thus the new frequency in each sub-
population is weighted by the number of individuals in it, and this
gives us the weighted average frequency of S in the population as
a whole. Now notice that n!

g = wgng and N ! = w̄N . The new
number of copies is just the number of particles times the mean
number of copies produced per particle. And so

p! =
"

g

wgng

w̄N
p!

g.

Let’s subtract p from both sides and multiply by the mean fitness
w̄ to make a di!erence equation:

w̄#p =
"

g

ng

N
wgp

!
g ! pw̄ =

"

g

ng

N
wgp

!
g ! p

' "

g

ng

N
wg

(
.

Now we simultaneously add and subtract
!

g
ng

N wgpg and then
factor. We’ll label each of the four terms, so it is easier to see
where they go. C and D are the terms we add. We have

w̄#p =

A) *+ ,"

g

ng

N
wgp

!
g !

B) *+ ,
p
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ng
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wg +
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in this way, the Price equation says that the change in the
frequency of the allele is equal to the covariance between the
frequency of the allele in group g and the mean fitness in
group g plus the expectation (average) of the product of the
change in allele frequency in group g and the mean fitness in
group g.

Now here’s the nifty part. The product wg#pg in the
expectation looks like the product w̄#p on the far left. On
the far left, we have the average fitness in the population
times the change in the average frequency of the allele in
the population. On the right, we have the average fitness in
group g times the change in frequency of the allele in group
g. Thus the Price equation tells us that

wg#pg = cov(wig, pig) + E(wig#pig),

where i is the index of individuals within groups. This is the
same as our previous interpretation of subpopulations with
new notation. This equation says that the average fitness
times the change in allele frequency in group g is equal to
the covariance between the allele frequency in individual i in
group g and the fitness of individual i in group g, plus the
expectation of the fitness of individual i in group g times the
change in allele frequency in individual i in group g.

Again, let’s assume that there is no meiotic drive and
that mutation is weak enough to ignore. This means that
#pig = 0. Then we can combine our expressions for w̄#p
and wg#pg to yield

w̄#p = cov(wg, pg) + E
$
cov(wig, pig) + E(wig#pig)

%

= cov(wg, pg) + E
$
cov(wig, pig)

%
.

This is the full expression for the change in the frequency of
the allele for a population structured into groups. It is very
important to understand that we haven’t changed anything
but how to do the fitness accounting. Before, we ignored
population structure and averaged across individuals. Now
we first average across individuals within groups and then
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across groups within the population. If we do the math cor-
rectly, both approaches will yield the same answer. Note
also that we could, in theory, perform the decomposition
of the Price equation any number of times to have highly
complex structured models of groups within groups within
groups.

6.3 Selection within and between groups

The form of Price’s equation that we have just derived pro-
vides some important insight right away. Recall that we can
always express a covariance as a variance times a regression
coe"cient:

cov(x, y) = var(x)!(y, x).

Thus we can express the Price equation as

w̄#p = var(pg)!(wg, pg) + E
$
var(pig)!(wig, pig)

%
.

The beta coe"cients tell us the e!ect of selection at each
level of population structure. That is, !(wig, pig) is the re-
gression of individual fitness on individual allele frequency.
Similarly, !(wg, pg) is the regression of group fitness on group
allele frequency. Altruism is a puzzle because these two num-
bers have opposite sign. Altruism increases group fitness but
decreases individual fitness, relative to defection. Thus one
factor which determines whether altruism evolves is the mag-
nitude of these two regression coe"cients.

The other important variables are the variances at each
level of population structure. Many readers will already be
familiar with analysis of variance (ANOVA), a common sta-
tistical model which partitions variance into within and be-
tween group components. The form of the Price equation
performs a similar partitioning. If most of the variance in
the population is within groups but all groups have nearly
the same frequency of altruism alleles, then var(pg) will be
very small, whereas the expectation of var(pig) will be nearly
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the entire variance in the population. Thus, in order for al-
truism to evolve, there must be variation among groups in
the frequency of altruism alleles.

6.3.1 Inter- and intrademic group selection

We are now almost ready to explain why Wynne-Edwards
was wrong. However, first we need to define the endpoints of
a continuum of group selection processes.78 At one end of the
continuum is interdemic group selection. Here, groups are
demes, meaning that they are large, genetically well-mixed
populations that are partially isolated from each other. Ge-
netic drift, the founder e!ect, and sometimes selection can
give rise to variation among such groups because these groups
are partially isolated. At the other end of the continuum is
intrademic group selection. Here, the groups are not isolated
genetically, and members of di!erent groups frequently mate.
There may be strong assortative interaction, and therefore
substantial variation among groups, but it must be due to
some kind of behavioral assortment. There are clearly many
situations which are intermediate between these extremes.

Wynne-Edwards thought that large, very long lived, par-
tially isolated groups with more reproductive restraint were
less likely to go extinct than groups in which the genes causing
reproductive restraint were less common. Therefore, genes
for behaviors leading to reproductive restraint would spread.
Thus, he thought that interdemic group selection could lead
to the evolution of altruism.

Wynne-Edwards was mostly wrong because var(pg) is usu-
ally quite small. To see why, consider the evolutionary forces
which a!ect the relative amount of variation between groups.

Mutation. Mutation increases the variation in the popula-
tion groups. Mutations are like a trickle of water, filling the
bucket of variation. Selection and drift both remove variation
and sort it among and within groups.
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Selection. Altruists are selected against in every group,
and this means that natural selection acts to reduce the vari-
ation among groups.

Migration. The movement of individuals from one group
to another tends to make all groups similar. This reduces the
variation between groups.

Genetic drift. This force increases the variation among
groups if di!erent groups drift to di!erent frequencies of the
altruism allele. The sampling variation that arises when new
groups arise is a from of genetic drift. Genetic drift may be
especially important when new groups are founded by small
numbers of individuals.

Thus the only force generating variance among groups is ge-
netic drift. We know that drift is very weak unless popu-
lations are quite small. It also has to compete against mi-
gration, which is a usually strong force in large mobile an-
imals. Consider, for example, that in many mammals and
birds, all members of one sex disperse from their natal group.
Such mixing will quickly eliminate genetic variation between
groups. A classic theoretical result is that two subpopulations
are unified with respect to drift if79

2Nm > 1,

where N is the number of individuals in the total population
and m is the migration rate as a proportion of individuals
per generation. Since we can express m as the number of
migrants M over the total population size N (m = M/N),
this condition becomes

M >
1
2
.

If there is more than one migrant every other generation, sig-
nificant variance cannot evolve between the subpopulations!
This result is what economists call a “stylized fact,” a conclu-
sion that glosses over many complications, is held by no one
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Table 6.1: Estimates of the ratio of the variation between groups
to the variation within groups from two small scale human popula-
tions. The Yanomama are a South American horticultural/foraging
population that live in small, seminomadic villages at very low pop-
ulation densities. The Gainj and the Kalam are two small-scale
horticultural groups that live in the fringe highlands of northeast-
ern Papua New Guinea. Because these estimates are based on
variation at a small number of marker loci, they are likely to be
upper bounds on the relative strength of selection among groups
on the altruistic genes because such genes will necessarily be under
selection. (From D. Hartl and A. Clark, Principles of Population
Genetics, 3rd ed., Sinauer, Sunderland, MA, pp. 300–301).

Population Number. of loci var(pg )
var(pig )

Yanomama 7 0.0434
Gainj/Kalam 5 0.0230

to be an actual description of the world, but nevertheless tells
us something valuable. The above result depends on the as-
sumption that drift and migration have reached equilibrium,
an assumption that may often be violated. Nonetheless, it
captures the essential insight that it is very hard to maintain
variance between groups when individuals migrate between
groups.

This is why Wynne-Edwards–style group selection is not
usually a source of altruism in nature. Returning to the Price
equation, if var(pg) " 0,

w̄#p " E{var(pig)!(wig, pig)}.

Thus, the change in the frequency of the altruism allele will
depend almost entirely upon the e!ect of selection within
groups, no matter how much altruism increases group sur-
vival. To show that this isn’t all just theory, Table 6.1 shows
some (gasp) data on the amount of variation within and
among groups for two small scale human populations. These
data say that the e!ect of a gene on the group welfare will
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have to be between 25 and 50 times greater than its e!ect on
individual welfare for the two selection forces to balance.

Of course, if migration is weak enough, variation among
groups can persist long enough for selection among groups to
act on it. In some species of invertebrates, this appears to be
the case.80 In large primate groups, however, it does not.

6.3.2 Kinds of interdemic group selection

To get beyond this intuitive (aka arm-waving) argument,
we’ve got to specify some more details. Interdemic models
are more complex than the intrademic models so far in two
ways:

1. Migration pattern: Interdemic models must specify
how migration is limited. That is, interdemic models
must specify the pattern of migration among groups.
Two simple models are commonly used:

• Island model migration: Each generation, a frac-
tion m of each group (or “subpopulation”) em-
igrates and is replaced by individuals drawn at
random from all other groups.

• Stepping stone model migration: Here populations
are arranged in space in a ring (a one-dimensional
stepping stone) or on a torus81 (a two-dimensional
stepping stone). Subpopulations only exchange
migrants with their nearest neighbors.

Migration patterns in real populations presumably lie
somewhere between these two extremes.

2. How groups compete. In intrademic models, groups
that produce more individuals leave more genes in the
subsequent generation. There are two common ways
groups can compete in interdemic models:

• Di!erential proliferationmodels: Groups with a hi-
gher frequency of altruists produce more emigrants.
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In such models intergroup competition is limited
by the rate of mixing between groups. Low migra-
tion rates and stepping stone migration facilitate
the generation of variation among groups but also
limit the possibility of group competition.

• Di!erential extinction models: Groups with higher
frequencies of altruists are less likely to go extinct
than groups with few altruists. Extinct habitats
are recolonized by members of surviving groups.
If all the colonists are drawn at random from the
population as a whole, called the migrant pool
model, recolonization also destroys variation
among groups. If, on the other hand, colonists are
drawn from a single, randomly chosen subpopu-
lation, called the propagule pool model, coloniza-
tion leaves the variation among groups unchanged.
Di!erential extinction models su!er from the fact
that the rate of extinction of large groups is prob-
ably low for most species.

There have been numerous models that mix and match
these features. For example, Alan Rogers82 analyzed a one-
locus diploid di!erential proliferation model. Rogers assumed
that variation among groups comes to equilibrium quickly
compared to changes in gene frequency. The average juvenile
in group i produces "(1 + gpi) emigrants, where pi is the
frequency of the (weakly) altruistic allele A. Thus selection
among groups favors A. How much depends on how many
of these emigrants find their way to other subpopulations,
which in turn depends on the frequency of altruists in the
population as a whole. As altruists become more common,
there will be more emigrants, and thus more competition for
a fixed number of slots. Rogers showed that the mean fitness
of group i is

wi = 1 + b(p)(pi ! p),
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where p is the frequency of A in the population and

b(p) =
mg

1 + gp
.

The survivorship of adults is given by

aa Aa AA
1 1! c 1! 2c

Thus, selection within groups favors a, the nonaltruist allele.
Rogers then showed that the altruistic gene will increase in
the population if

c

b(p)
<

var(pi)
E {var(pij)}

.

So far, this is just a restatement of Price’s formula for the par-
ticular form of intergroup competition that Rogers assumed.
To go further, he assumed that both individual and group
selection are weak enough that their e!ects on the varia-
tion among groups can be ignored. With this assumption,
he could use the neutral model to calculated the variances
within and among groups. According to this approximiation,
the altruistic gene will increase whenever

g

c
>

2n

$
.

In intrademic models in which groups are formed at random,
$ = 1. In contrast, if groups were made up of full-sibs,
$ = 2n. This provides a natural scale on which to judge the
e!ectiveness of interdemic selection. If $ is near one, inter-
demic group selection is no more e!ective than intrademic
group selection with random group formation, which is to
say, it cannot lead to the evolution of strong altruism. If $
is large, then interdemic group selection is e!ective.

Rogers showed that for island model migration at equi-
librium

$ =
K ! 1

K(2!m)
,
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where K is the number of groups and m is the migration rate.
Thus, $ < 1 for reasonable parameter values! With island
model migration, interdemic group selection is less e!ective
than intrademic group selection with random group forma-
tion. The reason is that in the intrademic models groups are
reformed each generation, and this pumps new variation into
the metapopulation. Here, migration and other forces slowly
leach away variation among groups. Rogers also calculated $
for various stepping stone models, and unless migration rates
are very low, $ < 2.

Kenichi Aoki83 analyzed a di!erential extinction model in
the same spirit. Aoki assumed that the rate of group extinc-
tion is proportional to 1!kpi, where pi is the frequency of A
in group i, but that A is selected against within groups just
as in Rogers’ model. Assuming propagule pool recolonization
and weak selection, he derived the following condition for A
to increase:

k

c
> 2nm.

Assuming k = g sensu Rogers’ model, this is less stringent
than in the di!erential proliferation model. Also, the strength
of group selection increases as m gets smaller, while in Rogers’
model the strength of group selection decreases as migration
increases. In the di!erential proliferation model migration
has two competing e!ects. First, it reduces variation among
groups, but second, it allows more group competition. In the
di!erential extinction model only the first e!ect is present,
so group selection can be made strong simply by decreasing
m. Notice, however, that m still has to be on the order of
1
n for the strength of group selection to equal the strength of
individual selection.

6.3.3 Kin selection as intrademic group selection

In this section, we consider a multilevel approach to evolution
in a population structured in pairs with coe"cient of relat-
edness r. If our claim that the individual-level and multilevel
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approaches are equivalent, then we should recover Hamilton’s
rule, rb > c. Let’s see if that’s true.84 As we have already
seen, the Price equation tells us that selection will favor al-
truism when

var(pg)!(wg, pg) + E{var(pig)!(wig, pig)} > 0.

The variance terms tell us how much variation there is among
and within groups and summarizes the structure of the popu-
lation. The regression coe"cients describe the direction and
magnitude of selection at each level. In the remainder of this
section we derive expressions for each of these terms.

Selection between groups. First, let’s compute the re-
gression of group fitness on group genotype, !(wg, pg). The
easiest way to do this is to draw a picture (Figure 6.2). With
every additional altruist, the average fitness in the group rises
(b ! c)/2 units. Since b > c, more altruists mean higher av-
erage fitness. The regression coe"cient is the slope of the
line passing through the points in Figure 6.2. This slope is
the rise, b! c, over a unit change in average group genotype.
Thus !(wg, pg) = b ! c. At the group level, selection favors
altruism.

Selection within groups. To compute the regression of
individual fitness on individual genotype, !(wig, pig), a simi-
lar picture helps (Figure 6.3). To do this correctly, we have
to consider how a change in an individual i’s genotype, pi, af-
fects individual fitness, wi, holding the genotype of the other
individual constant. Consider a group with two altruists. If
one becomes a nonaltruist, then his fitness is w0 + b, while
the altruist’s fitness is w0 ! c. In a group with two non-
altruists, if one switches to altruism, we arrive at the same
fitness di!erence. Thus the line passing through the points in
Figure 6.3 defines the regression coe"cient !(wig, pig). Since
this line sinks b + c units over a unit change in genotype,
the slope is !(b + c). Selection within groups works against
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Figure 6.2: Graph of average individual fitness within a group as
a function of average individual genotype within a group (pg = 0
is no altruists, pg = 0.5 is one altruist, pg = 1 is two altruists).
Although an altruist is always worse o! than a nonaltruist in the
same group, groups with more altruists have higher average fitness.
The slope of the line through the fitness points is the regression
coe"cient !(wg, pg). As average fitness rises b ! c units with one
unit of genotype, the slope is b ! c. Since b > c, this is positive,
and selection favors altruism at the group level.
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Figure 6.3: Graph of individual fitness as a function of individual
genotype (pi = 0 is a nonaltruist, pi = 1 is an altruist). In a pair
with one altruist and one nonaltruist, the altruist has fitness w0!c
and the nonaltruist has w0 + b. The slope of the line through these
two points is the regression coe"cient !(wi, pi). As fitness falls
b + c units as genotype goes from 0 to 1, the slope is !(b + c).
Selection acts against altruism at the individual level.
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altruism because an individual is always worse o! by switch-
ing her behavior to altruism.

Variance between groups. Increasing the coe"cient of
relatedness within the pair increases the variance between
groups because individuals within groups will be more sim-
ilar to each other. However, the exact expression depends
upon the total variance in the population. To compute the
variance between groups, var(pg), we need to recall the ex-
pressions presented in Chapter 3 that define how kin-biased
association a!ects probabilities of interaction. Each of those
probabilities specifies the chance that di!erent kinds of pairs
form. Across many groups, these probabilities tell us the ex-
pected proportion of the population consisting of each kind
of group. Using these values together with the pg values each
kind of group creates, Box 6.2 tells us that the variance be-
tween groups is

var(pg) = E(p2
g)! E(pg)2 (6.3)

=
1
2
p(1! p)(1 + r). (6.4)

As r increases, more of the variance is between groups, until,
when r = 1, the variance between groups is p(1!p), the total
variance in a haploid population. When r = 0, assortment is
random, and half of the variance is between groups.

Variance within groups. Like the variance between groups,
the variance within groups is a function of the amount of
assortment within pairs, as well as the global frequency of
altruism alleles. It di!ers however, because we are concerned
with the expected (average) variance within groups. We al-
ready computed the regression of individual gene frequency
on within group fitness, and this is a constant across pairs,
so we can factor it out to yield

E{var(pig)!(wig, pig)} = !(b + c) E{var(pig)}.
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Box 6.2 Computing the variance between groups
The probabilities of each pair (group) forming arise from the

haploid kin-selection model presented in Chapter 3:

Pr(A,A) = p(r + (1! r)p)
Pr(A,N) = 2p(1! p)(1! r)
Pr(N,N) = (1! p)(r + (1! r)(1! p))

where Pr(A,N) is the chance a group with one altruist (A) and
one nonaltruist (N) forms, p is the frequency of the altruism allele
in the population, and r is the average coe"cient of relatedness
within pairs. Each of these pairs implies a value of pg. Finding the
variance is cognitively less taxing if we use a table to lay out the
computation:

Pair Probability of pair pg p2
g

A,A p(r + (1! r)p) 1 1
A,N 2p(1! p)(1! r) 0.5 0.25
N,N (1! p)(r + (1! r)(1! p)) 0 0

The expectation of pg is p, by definition. The expectation of the
square is

E(p2
g) = Pr(A,A)(1) + Pr(A,N)(0.25) + Pr(N,N)(0)

= p(r + (1! r)p) +
1
2
p(1! p)(1! r).

The variance (defined by Expression 6.3) is therefore

var(pg) = p(r + (1! r)p) +
1
2
p(1! p)(1! r)! p2.

After factoring and simplifying, this becomes Expression 6.4 in the
main text.

This allows us to compute the expected variance instead of
the expected product of the variance and regression coe"-
cient. In Box 6.3, we show that the expected variance within
groups is

E{var(pig)} =
1
2
p(1! p)(1! r). (6.5)
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Box 6.3 Computing the average variance within groups
The expected variance within groups is just the weighted average

of the variances of each kind of pair:

E{var(pig)} = Pr(A,A) var(pig|pg = 1)
+ Pr(A,N) var(pig|pg = 0.5)
+ Pr(N,N) var(pig|pg = 0).

Since the variance in genotype within pairs with two altruists or
two nonaltruists is zero (no variance in types means no variance)

E{var(pig)} = Pr(A,N) var(pig|pg = 0.5)
= 2p(1! p)(1! r) var(pig|pg = 0.5).

Use a table to help compute the variance:

Individual Frequency pig p2
ig

A 0.5 1 1
N 0.5 0 0

Following the definition of variance, we have

var(pig|pg = 0.5) = E(p2
ig)! E(pig)2

= (0.5)(1) + (0.5)(0)! (0.5)2 = 0.25.

Using the fact that Pr(A,N) = 2p(1 ! p)(1 ! r), we obtain the
expected variance within groups as in to be Expression 6.5 in the
main text.

Summing this expression and the expression for the variance
between groups, Expression 6.4, shows that they do in fact
add up to p(1! p), the total variance in the population. As
r increases, less variance exists within groups because indi-
viduals within pairs are more similar to one another. When
r = 1, Expression 6.5 goes to zero because individuals within
pairs are always the same type.
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Reassembling the Price equation. Let’s put the whole
thing together now:

w̄#p = var(pg)!(wg, pg) + E{var(pig)!(wig, pig)}

=
1
2
p(1! p)(1 + r)(b! c)! 1

2
p(1! p)(1! r)(b + c)

= p(1! p)(rb! c).

Thus the frequency of the altruism allele increases when rb >
c, which is Hamilton’s rule. The derivation works because
the multilevel selection framework—the strategy of partition-
ing selection into within- and between-group components—is
mathematically equivalent to the older, individual-centered
accounting. There is only one world out there. It would be if
bad changing the way we did the accounting of genes changed
the answer.

The fact that we can express any case of multilevel selec-
tion as a case of selection on individual alleles within bodies
does not mean that the gene’s-eye view is the “right” way
to think about selection. Likewise, the fact that we can de-
rive Hamilton’s rule in a multilevel selection framework does
not mean that inclusive fitness is the “wrong” way to think
about selection. The choice of which way to build the model
should be based upon how useful each approach is for a given
problem.85 In many cases, the inclusive fitness or personal
fitness approach is best. It is possible, for example, to re-
frame reciprocal altruism (Chapter 4) in terms of multilevel
selection. Consider that TFT always does worse than ALLD
within a pair. It is only in pairs of TFT that prolonged coop-
eration yields payo!s that can compensate for the negative
within-group e!ects. However, we think it is easier to model
reciprocal altruism the way we did in Chapter 4, using per-
sonal fitness.

These derivations assumed dyads. It is useful to know how
much variance will exist between groups of arbitrary size n.
The derivation of these variances is tedious, so we’ll just skip
to the result (but see Box 6.4, if you like tedious). In general,
if all groups consist of n individuals of average relatedness r
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Box 6.4 Deriving variance terms for groups of size n
Begin with the definition of the variance among groups, then

insert the definition of pg:

var(pg) = E
#
(pg ! p)2

&

= E
'/ 1

n

"

i

pig ! p
02

(
=

1
n2

E
'/ "

i

(pig ! p)
02

(
.

To understand what we are about to do, consider that, if we have
the three values x1, x2, and x3 and we square the sum of these, we
get an expansion, (x1 + x2 + x3)2 = x1x1 + x1x2 + x1x3 + x2x1 +
x2x2 + x2x3 + x3x1 + x3x2 + x3x3. As a square diagram, we see
the diagonal terms that are squares and o!-diagonal terms that are
products of di!erent values:

x1 x2 x3

x1 x2
1 x1x2 x1x3

x2 x1x2 x2
2 x2x3

x3 x1x3 x2x3 x2
3

The x’s are like the values (pig!p) in our problem. We are squaring
a sum of these, so the geometry is the same as the x example just
above. This lets us pull out the diagonal terms:

var(pg) =
1
n2

E
' "

i

(pig ! p)2 +
"

i

"

j "=i

(pig ! p)(pjg ! p)
(

.

The first sum is the total squared deviations from the population
mean. If we take the expectation of this sum, it will almost be the
population variance, var(pi). However, it is missing a factor 1/n, so
instead it is n#var(pi). The expectation of the second summation
is almost the covariance between genotypes of pairs of interacting
individuals. Again, however, we are missing factors. This time we
are missing factors of 1/n and 1/(n!1). All together, we now have

var(pg) =
1
n2

1
n var(pi) + n(n! 1) cov(pi, pj)

2

= var(pi)
'

1
n

+
(n! 1)

n

cov(pi, pj)
var(pi)

(
.

The term cov(pi ,pj )
var(pi )

happens to be our definition of relatedness, r

(see Chapter 3). Because variances add, E(var(pig)) can be found
by subtracting the expression for var(pg) from var(pi).
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and var(pi) is the total variance in the population:

var(pg) = var(pi)
'

1
n

+
n! 1

n
r

(

E
#

var(pig)
&

= var(pi)
'

n! 1
n

(1! r)
(

.

If groups are formed at random (r = 0), then a proportion
1/n of the total variance is between groups. For pairs, this
isn’t so bad, but for groups of 10, this is already very small.

6.3.4 Selection between multiple stable
equilibria

There are good reasons to be skeptical of interdemic group
selection models of the evolution of altruism. However, there
is one sort of interdemic group selection that is not nearly as
controversial—selection among multiple stable equilibria. In
Chapter 4, we saw that models of the evolution of reciprocity
all had many di!erent stable equilibria, some at which re-
ciprocators are common and others at which defectors are
common. In Chapter 5 we saw that models of signaling also
had many di!erent stable equilibria. And this is only the tip
of the iceberg. Many games generate multiple stable equi-
libria. In fact, the famous folk theorem of economic game
theory states that any su"ciently iterated game will have a
large number of such equilibria.

When there are multiple stable equilibria, interdemic group
selection can be a powerful force even when groups are large
and migration rates substantial. To see why, let’s apply the
Price equation to this problem. To make things concrete,
think about the iterated n-person prisoner’s dilemma we an-
alyzed in Chapter 4. There were two strategies, ALLD and
Tn"1, the strategy that cooperates first and continues to co-
operate as long as all others cooperated. Suppose that the
population is structured with island model migration, and
in some subpopulations ALLD is common, while in others
Tn"1 is common. Remember that both strategies are ESSs,
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meaning that they are favored by selection when common.
Thus, if selection is strong compared to migration between
groups, each strategy will remain common in some groups.
Within each group the common type will be favored, but only
weakly because the subpopulation is near equilibrium. How-
ever, groups at the cooperative equilibrium will have much
higher average fitness. Thus

w̄#p = var(pg)+ ,) *
#all variance

!(wg, pg)+ ,) *
>0

+E(var(pig)+ ,) *
#0

!(wig, pig)+ ,) *
#0

).

Interdemic group selection doesn’t usually lead to the evolu-
tion of altruism because drift doesn’t generate enough varia-
tion among groups unless groups are small or migration rates
are very low. However, when there are multiple equilibria,
selection increases variation among groups, and if selection
is strong, there will be lots of variation at equilibrium. As
usual, selection among groups favors strategies that increase
average fitness, but because selection within groups is weak,
the between group predominates. This means that group se-
lection will determine which strategy (or strategies) spread
throughout the population in the long run. This process is
sometimes referred to as equilibrium selection, and it has an
interesting literature of its own.86

6.4 Dispersal

The evolution of dispersal provides an example of how multi-
level selection can be used to clarify an important biological
problem. Most organisms disperse—at some point in their
lifecycle they leave their birthplace and move somewhere new.
The world outside is unknown and dangerous. Finding a new
niche is a risky proposition. Why not just stay home? In-
breeding avoidance is one reason. In many species dispersal
reduces the chance that close kin mate. A second reason is
that dispersal allows organisms to escape poor habitats and
colonize more favorable ones. W. D. Hamilton and Robert
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May87 showed that dispersal can be favored even if inbreed-
ing is not an issue and the environment is entirely uniform
and unchanging. When there is density-dependent competi-
tion, selection among groups favors dispersal despite the cost
to individuals.

Imagine an asexual organism that lives in an environment
with n sites which organisms can occupy. At each site only
one adult can survive. Thus, there is local density dependent
population regulation in each site because no matter how
many juveniles/seedlings are produced, only one can occupy
the site as an adult. Assume that all individuals produce k
o!spring and then die. Of these k o!spring, a proportion
v disperse. Dispersal is risky, and as a consequence only a
fraction p of dispersers survive. Surviving dispersers are then
each equally likely to settle at any site in the environment.
(1 ! v)k o!spring remain at each site, and these o!spring
compete with immigrants and with one another.

To calculate the ESS (CSS) value of v, suppose that most
of the population creates vk dispersers, but one mutant pro-
duces k(v + #) dispersers and k(1! v ! #) home-bodies. We
assume # is a small number. We want to determine the value
of v that prevents the mutant type from invading. When the
population is entirely one type and they are all competing on
equal ground for n sites, each adult will on average have one
successful o!spring because local population regulation en-
sures only one adult can exist at each site. Thus, to find the
ESS value of v, we determine the value at which the expected
number of sites occupied by the mutant type is less than one.
(This is another good example of how natural selection does
not have to lead to increased fitness at equilibrium.)

Let’s begin by considering just a single territory at a time.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the flow of individuals in and out of a
territory. Think of the n territories as existing along a line.
At any habitable point, a resident individual produces some
home-body o!spring who do not disperse, as well as some
footloose dispersers. The home-bodies stay behind to com-
pete with incoming dispersers from other sites, while a fraction
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Figure 6.4: The flow of individuals in and out of territories in
the Hamilton-May model of dispersal. At both sites occupied by
common types (a) and the one site occupied by a mutant (b), the
inflows of dispersers from all other sites and outflows of dispersers
from the home site produce a pool of competitors for the single
adult slot at the site in the next generation. One of the competitors
will, at random, become the resident adult.
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of the resident’s dispersers survive and compete in other ter-
ritories. Thus in any given territory, immigrants from other
sites and natal home-bodies all compete to be the new resi-
dent.

These inflows and outflows (Figure 6.4) imply that the
chance that a mutant (M) succeeds at a site previously occu-
pied by an individual of the common type (C) is

Pr(M |C) =

(v + #)pk

n! 1

(1! v)k +
(v + #)pk

n! 1
+

(n! 2)vpk

n! 1

. (6.6)

The numerator is the number of mutant o!spring reaching
the site. The denominator is the total number of o!spring
competing at the site, which includes home-bodies, mutant
dispersers, and common-type dispersers from the other n !
2 sites. Now calculate the expected number of successful
mutant o!spring across all common sites by multiplying 6.6
by n ! 1, the number of sites with common-type residents.
After some simplification, we obtain

E(#M |C) =
(v + #)p

(1! v) + vp +
#p

n! 1

.

Now we need to compute the chance that a mutant re-
places its parent at the home site. This is (from Figure 6.4)

Pr(M |M) =
(1! v ! #)k

(1! v ! #)k +
(n! 1)vpk

n! 1

.

There is only one of these territories, so E(#M |M)=Pr(M |M).
Now we’re going to assume that there are a huge number

of territories in the environment (n$%). Doing this allows
us to simplify both E(#M |C) and E(#M |M):

E(#M |C) " vp + #p

1! v + vp

E(#M |M) " 1! v ! #

1! v ! # + vp
.
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Then we add these expressions to get the total number of
successful mutants at all sites:

E(#M) = E(#M |C) + E(#M |M)

=
vp + #p

1! v + vp
+

1! v ! #

1! v ! # + vp
. (6.7)

Remember that the evolutionarily stable value of v must sat-
isfy

E(#M) < 1.

This is so because any mutant that has on average less than
one successful o!spring will not be able to replace the com-
mon type. In Box 6.5, we show that the CSS dispersal pro-
portion is

v! =
1

2! p
. (6.8)

Recall that p is the chance that a disperser survives to reach
a site. Consider that when survivorship is small, p " 0.
Then selection favors sending almost half of your o!spring
out, even though they face almost certain death. The reason
is that only one o!spring can succeed at your own site. Thus
the within-group component of selection gives very poor odds
to nondispersers, while the between-group component of se-
lection gives better odds, since potentially all dispersers can
survive and succeed. You might object that sites cannot be
“groups” because there is only one adult at each. But this
misses the point. The k o!spring produced at each home site
constitute a group, and this pool of o!spring is the group
relevant to hierarchical selection, just as pairs of kin are the
groups in Hamilton’s rule.

There is a meaningful analogy here to the altruism models
we have already studied. Dispersal is a kind of individually
costly behavior because it reduces an individual’s chance of
surviving to adulthood. However, by dispersing, an individ-
ual avoids competing with its k!1 relatives, enhancing their
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Box 6.5 Deriving the CSS dispersal proportion
We proceed just as we did in Chapter 2 and find the CSS value of

v, v!, algebraically. Substituting the expression for E(#M) (Ex-
pression 6.7) into the condition for stability E(#M) < 1 and cross-
multiplying gives

(vp + #p)(1! v ! # + vp) + (1! v ! #)(1! v + vp)
< (1! v + vp)(1! v ! # + vp).

Now assume that # is small, so that terms containing a factor #2 "
0. Using this assumption, we see that this condition simplifies,
after much joyless algebra (expand and simplify, as usual), to yield

#

2! p
< #v.

As in Chapter 2, imagine first that # > 0. When this is true, this
condition is satisfied when

v >
1

2! p
.

This means that when the mutant sends out more dispersers
(# > 0), it will be less successful than the common type when
v > 1/(2!p). If v is less than this value, mutants that create more
dispersers are favored. When # < 0, a mutant that sends out fewer
dispersers, the common type is stable provided that v < 1/(2! p).
When v is greater than this value, mutants that send out fewer
dispersers are favored. Thus the only un-invadable value of v, v!,
is Expression 6.8 in the main text.

average fitness. Thus the between-group component of se-
lection favors dispersal, while the within-group component
favors being a home-body.

In this model, all siblings are clones, so the variance within
groups of kin is zero, leading the between-group component
of fitness to dominate the ESS outcome. Hamilton and May
also solved a model in which they considered dispersal in a
sexual species. They assumed that all males migrate, mate,
and die (what a life). The lone individual left at a site is a
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female. In this model, selection favors less dispersal because
o!spring are less related to one another in a sexual species.
This means that the variance within groups is greater, en-
hancing the e!ect of within-group selection, which favors re-
maining at home. In fact, they found that if disperser mor-
tality is high enough, selection will favor zero dispersal.

Guide to the Literature

Multilevel selection. Price’s 1970 paper introduced the co-
variance equation. His 1972 paper applied it to altruism, as
did W. D. Hamilton in a rarely read 1975 essay. D. S. Wilson
has made frequent use of this approach in modeling social
behavior. His book with Eliot Sober, Unto Others (1998),
provides a brief for the multilevel approach. Interdemic
group selection. Wade 1978 reviewed the early literature
and introduced the distinction between interdemic and intra-
demic group selection. Bergstrom 2002 is a useful review from
the perspective of an economist. Coyne et al. 1997 reviewed
and critiqued Wright’s shifting balance theory. This paper
provoked spirited defenses of Wright by Wade and Good-
night 1998 and Peck et al. 1998. Aviles’ 2002 work on social
spiders showed that interdemic group selection is sometimes
important in nature. Dispersal. Hamilton and May’s model
stimulated a great deal of work on dispersal in both ecology
and animal behavior. Most behavioral ecologists, however,
think first of Greenwood’s 1980 paper on sex-biased disper-
sal. See Perrin and Goudet 2001 for a recent model of that
argument (also see other chapters in the same volume for
reviews of other aspects of dispersal).
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Problems

1. When the strength of selection among groups
varies

Recall the basic stag hunt game from the homework in Chap-
ters 3 and 4. A population is divided into a large number of
pairs of individuals, formed at random. There are two strate-
gies, Hunt Stag (S) and Hunt Hare (H). Hunting hare is a
solitary behavior, and always yields a small payo! h. Hunt-
ing stag is a cooperative behavior, and if both individuals
in the pair do so, each gets a large payo! s > h. If either
hunts hare, however, the lone stag hunter always gets zero
(0). (a) Let p be the frequency of S in the population. Using
the tools we introduced in Chapter 2, find all the equilibria
in this game and determine their stability. (b) Think now
of the population as being broken up into randomly formed
groups of two. Let pg be the frequency of S in group g and
wg be the average fitness of group g, and let pig be the fre-
quency of S in individual i in group g and wig be the fitness of
individual i in group g. Compute cov(wg, pg) and the expec-
tation of cov(wig, pig). (c) Using Price’s formula, interpret
how selection acts on the di!erent components of this system.
When does the between-group component of selection favor
S? When does it favor H?

2. Covariance reciprocity

We saw in this chapter how to derive Hamilton’s rule using
the full Price equation and in Chapter 4 how to model recip-
rocal altruism from an individual-fitness perspective. Using
the covariance method, rederive the basic stability criterion
wb > c for TFT to be an ESS against ALLD. Think of pairs
as groups formed of individuals related by an average coe"-
cient of relatedness r. Use the Price equation to compute the
condition for p, the frequency of TFT in the population, to
increase. What component of fitness favors TFT?
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3. Local dispersal and the Hamilton-May model

In most species, dispersing individuals are more likely to set-
tle near their natal area than in more distant areas. Disper-
sal of seeds by the wind or by animals provides important
examples. In this problem you will determine how the ef-
fect of distance on dispersal modifies the conclusions of the
Hamilton-May model. Assume that the sites in the Hamilton-
May model are arranged in a ring and that the fraction of
individuals who disperse all land in one of the two sites that
adjoin the site of their parent. Otherwise, the model is as
described in the text, individuals are asexual, a fraction p of
dispersers survive, each adult produces k o!spring, and the
number of sites is large. Derive the ESS dispersal fraction.
Explain why your result makes sense.

4. Sex specific selection on genes on the X
chromosome

Some years ago a geneticist at the National Institutes of
Health thought he had discovered a gene on the X chromo-
some that predisposed males to be homosexual. Subsequent
research has cast doubt on his findings, and it is now thought
to be unlikely that this gene exists. If it did, and accounted
for any substantial fraction of males who adopt a homosexual
lifestyle, it would present a problem for evolutionary biology
because such a gene would be strongly selected against. One
possible solution to the puzzle is that the same gene has a
positive e!ect on the fitness of women. (Bob Trivers sug-
gested that human males are so obnoxious that such a gene
might be necessary for women to be sexually attracted to
males.) Obviously, it would be of interest to know how much
of an advantage for females is necessary to balance a given
amount of selection against the gene in males. The fact that
the gene is on the X chromosome, and therefore males carry
one copy and females two copies, makes this tricky. Solve this
problem using the Price covariance formula. Suppose that:
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1. Half of the population is male and half is female

2. Males with one copy of the G allele have fitness 1 ! h
and males with no copies have fitness 1.

3. Females with two copies of the G allele have fitness 1,
GN females have fitness 1 ! 1

2d, and NN females have
fitness 1! d

4. Mating is at random, so that female genotypes can be
calculated using Hardy-Weinberg proportions.

Calculate the change in frequency of the G allele.

Notes

75Page 18 of the 1962 edition of Wynne-Edwards Animal
Dispersion in Relation to Social Behavior makes this clear.

76Page 20 of his 1962 book: “Some [communities] prove
to be better adapted socially and individually than others,
and tend to outlive them, and sooner or later to spread and
multiply by colonising the ground vacated by less successful
neighboring communities.”

77See Grafen 1984 and Queller 1996.

78These distinctions were first introduced by Michael Wade
1978.

79Wright 1931.

80Aviles 1993, 2002.

81A torus is a doughnut-shaped surface.

82Rogers 1990.

83Aoki 1982.
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Box 6.6 Symbols used in Chapter 6

b Benefit of being the recipient of altruism

c Cost of behaving altruistically

r Coe"cient of relatedness between actor and recipient (see Chap-
ter 3)

n Number of sites adults might occupy (in dispersal model)

v Proportion of o!spring who disperse

k Average number of o!spring

p Chance each o!spring survives dispersal

# Change in dispersal proportion of mutant adult’s o!spring

84This type of derivation is due to Price 1972 and Hamil-
ton 1975. Wade 1985 demonstrated how the Price equation
can be used to address many seemingly di!erent types of se-
lection.

85Several people have made this point. See Dugatkin and
Reeve 1994, for example.

86Sewall Wright discussed such interdemic group selection
as part of his “shifting balance” theory. See Coyne et al. 1997
for an evaluation and references. Boyd and Richerson 1990,
2002, analyzed cultural evolution models based on di!erential
extinction and di!erential proliferation, respectively.

87Hamilton and May 1977.


